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This week on Wednesday’s Child, we have a loving sibling set of four kids –two
older sisters with two little brothers – who are all active, affectionate and
bonded. With the two big sisters being sports-minded and really into soccer, we
brought them to Stub Hub Center in Carson, CA to watch L.A. Galaxy soccer
team practice out on the field and in the rare rain that comes to Southern
California. Fortunately we were able to move indoors for some one-on-one time
with Galaxy defender Daniel Steres as we hung out and kicked the ball around.
Yanairi (2005) – who also goes by Yani – is the big sister of the group. She
loves arts and crafts but also enjoys sports and being outside. Yani is talkative,
friendly and polite. As a soccer player, she’s concerned about sports injuries,
particularly head trauma, so she’s considering pursuing a career in medicine.
Daniela (2008) is a very active little girl who enjoys playing soccer and coloring.
A lady at heart, this little one chose to wear a pretty dress for her meet and
greet with Daniel and the rest of the Galaxy team, but still kicked the ball around
some. Daniela works hard in school and receives and thrives with a lot of
support. Her favorite subject right now is science and she also thinks being a
doctor someday would be nice.
Sergio (2012) is an active boy who plays well with other children. His favorite
toys to play with are Hot Wheels cars and … (you guessed it) soccer balls.
Sergio can be a little self-conscious about speaking and pronouncing words but
he tries hard and with encouragement he gains more confidence every day.
Sergio shared that being a soccer player when he grows up would be cool.
Edaul (2013) is the little one of the group and his favorite thing to play with is
his stuffed animals. Although he didn’t have his plush friends with him on this
day, he loved being with his siblings and jumped right in for some soccer ball
fun. This bonded sibling set currently live apart. Our friends at the LA Galaxy
made arrangements for the foster families to attend a game together so the
siblings can all spend some more time together.
Our goal is to help score these four a forever family and permanent home in
which they can grow up together. To learn more about this loving sibling set,
catch this week’s Wednesday’s Child and then call 1-866-921-ADOPT (2367) to
learn more about adopting.

